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Signs of an Emotionally Abusive Relationship: 
 
The following behaviours are indicative that you are in an emotionally-abusive 
relationship. Does someone in your life: 

 
 

• Ignore your feelings? 
• Disrespect you? 
• Ridicule or insult you, then tell you it’s a joke or tell you that you have no 

sense of humor? 
• Ridicule your beliefs, religion, race, heritage or class? 
• Withhold approval, appreciation or affection? 
• Give you the silent treatment? 
• Walk away without answering you? 
• Criticize you, call you names, and yell at you? 
• Humiliate you privately or in public? 
• Roll his or her eyes when you talk? 
• Give you a hard time about socializing with your friends or family? 
• Make you socialize (and keep up appearances) even when you don't feel 

well? 
• Want to make sure that what you really want is exactly what you won't get? 
• Tell you that you are too sensitive? 
• Hurt you, especially when you are down? 
• Seem energized by fighting, while fighting exhausts you? 
• Have unpredictable mood swings, alternating from good to bad for no 

apparent reason? 
• Present a wonderful face to the world and is well liked by outsiders? 
• "Twist" your words, somehow turning what you said against you? 
• Try to control decisions, money, even the way you style your hair or wear 

your clothes? 
• Complain about how badly you treat him or her? 
• Threaten to leave or threaten to throw you out? 
• Say things that make you feel good, but do things that make you feel bad? 
• Ever left you stranded? 
• Ever threaten to hurt you or your family? 
• Ever hit or pushed you, even "accidentally"? 
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• Seem to stir up trouble just when you seem to be getting closer to each 
other? 

• Threaten to harm, take away or abuse something you love: a pet, a child, 
an object? 

• Compliment you enough to keep you happy, yet criticize you enough to 
keep you insecure? 

• Promise to never do something hurtful again?— But does! 
• Harass you about imagined affairs? 
• Manipulate you with lies and contradictions? 
• Destroy furniture, punch holes in walls, break appliances? 
• Drive like a road-rage junkie? 
• Act immature and selfish, yet accuse you of those behaviours? 
• Question your every move and motive, somehow questioning your 

competence? 
• Interrupt you; hears but doesn’t really listen? 
• Make you feel like you can't win (damned if you do, damned if you don't)? 
• Use drugs and/or alcohol? Are things worse then? 
• Incite you to rage, which is "proof" that you are to blame? 
• Try to convince you he or she is "right," while you are "wrong?" 
• Frequently say things that are later denied or accuse you of 

misunderstanding? 
• Treat you like a sex object or as though sex should be provided on demand 

regardless of how you feel? 
List courtesy of Dr. Irene’s emotional abuse webpage www.drirene.com 

 
Any of these behaviours are cause for concern.  A relationship where 3 or more of 
these behaviours is common is clearly unhealthy, and these patterns need to be 
addressed by yourself and with the person who is acting this way.  More on that later. 
 
If you read that list and found yourself making excuses for some people in your life; 
taking responsibility for their abusive behaviour; telling yourself that it’s not so bad; 
telling yourself that it’s just too much work or energy to end that relationship; or that 
they would be too upset/angry/distraught if you were to bring their behaviour to their 
attention and set boundaries around it – well, take a deep breath and admit to 
yourself right now that you are in an unhealthy relationship and that you are co-
dependently enmeshed in it.  Now the healing can begin.    
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And know that admitting to this doesn’t mean that you have to do anything about it 
right now.  You can simply sit in that place of awareness, of consciousness, and allow 
yourself to gather information, to gather support for your budding thoughts about what 
you need, what you deserve, and about how that relationship impacts you.  Prove to 
yourself over the next little while how the relationship triggers the use of your coping 
strategies because of its impact on your needs for safety, comfort, nurturing and 
reassurance, not to mention esteem!  If a change needs to be made, you’ll make it 
when you’re ready, and I’ll be sharing some specifics on how to do that in a little bit. 


